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FREE ON KINDLE UNLIMITEDBook 3 in the Series: Daniel Lapp doesn't know what to make of the

distant cousin from Ohio who is sent to live on his father's farm. But he does know that he isn't

looking to settle down with anyone. He'd rather be left alone to work in the dairy barn and fields

alongside his father. Yet, when Daniel begins to learn more about Rachel, he begins to see her in a

different light and realizes that there is more to the quiet, stern cousin than meets the eye. WHAT

READERS SAY: For fifteen years, I never thought another Amish author could come close to

Beverly Lewis...until I read Sarah Price.Karen Anna VogelBest-Selling Author of Amish Knitting

Circle and Knit Together: An Amish Knitting Novel.---------I absolutely love your books. We first

visited Lancaster County 20 years ago on our honeymoon and have been visiting as frequently as

possible. I consider the area my second home. Reading your books make me a little less homesick!

They are so wonderfully written that I feel like I am there! Thank you.Alice B. from North Haven,

CTABOUT THE AUTHORSarah Price's ancestors emigrated from Europe in 1705, settling in

Pennsylvania as the area's first wave of Mennonite families. Sarah Price has always respected and

honored her ancestors through exploration and research about her family history and their religion.

At nineteen, she befriended an Amish family and lived on their farm throughout the years.

Twenty-five years later, she now splits her time between her husband and children in the NYC

Metro area and a farm in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania where she retreats to reflect and write.
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This is the third book of the series "The Amish of Lancaster" and probably the best of the three. I

really enjoy reading stories about the Amish as it gives incite into their lives but it also leaves me

with a sense of peace. There is usually a spiritual / life message included within the pages.This

book spoke volumes about gossip and the hurt and unrest it causes. How it can ruin lives if left to its

own devise. Amish are really like everyone else. They cry, they laugh, they have good times and

bad times. But, one thing they have is a solid relationship with God that leads them through their

rough times and a very large family in the community they live it. This book shows how the Amish

people will take someone from another Amish district (even if from another state)and try to make

them feel like they are part of that family. Especially when that person has just lost her mother to a

tragic accident and is not very trusting of others. The family she is living with with does not give up

on her and just keeps loving her.Travel the road with Rachel as she tries to make sense of her life

having been sent to Lancaster, PA from Ohio in hopes of finding some healing for her pain. Some of

that pain is caused by gossip that ran out of control but was not true. She how she learns again to

have Faith in God but also learns to have faith again in man.

I enjoyed the continuation of the story of this family and their unique happenings that is so different

from every day life in America. Great reading! Ready to start the last book in the series.

This writer, as most of this genre are writing books on a 8th grade level and dragging stories out in 3

or 4 books I have stopped buying. Why buy and pay $40-$50 in total when they could say in 2, at

most. You know the whole story by the 3 or 4 chapter. These are no longer interesting or books with

any depth and they all just write the same stories. You don't have to know the author because you

could put one author's name on any one blindfolded.

This is another typical Amish love story that starts out rocky and then they fall in love. There are a



couple of little twists in it that make it different. I enjoyed it and have read other books in this series.

It's good, wholesome reading. I find reading about the Amish community & culture to be interesting.

I visited Lancaster County PA this Fall and enjoyed it very much. So reading stories that take place

there are easier to visualize now that I've been there myself. The only thing negative about this book

was that there were many spelling errors. If you enjoy the Amish stories, I would say give this one a

try. However, it's not the first one of the series.

In Pastures's of Faith, the third installment of Sarah Price's The Amish of Lancaster series, you will

follow the Lapp family's journey, along with a new member. Rachel Lapp finds herself living in

Lancaster, PA, with family she's never met before, after being sent there by her father. Needless to

say, she's not at all happy, and although the family tries to be accommodating and helpful, Rachel's

sharp tongue and attitude put most of them off. What's caused her to be this way? Will anyone be

able to crack her hard exterior and help her regain her faith in God and others? Read and find

out.Quote: I have faith in Him. It's people I wonder about.

The story continues, but there is a twist this time. I hope this makes you curious. Book 3 is a little

different and things do not seem as easy going, but it still involves a lot of your favorite characters. I

love how God is always the central figure and presides overall. And the fact that the author

humanizes the Amish. Makes them more real to those of us who may only see them rarely and feel

they are so aloof. It makes us realize it isn't always what we think after all. And often what they think

of us isn't that way either. We both need to be more considerate of each other.

Enjoyed this inspirational series very much. It was difficult to stop reading until I finished the entire

series. Amish fiction has become a favorite among my four sisters. Discussions among us regarding

the different novels is a favorite topic. These Godly people are to be admired concerning thier work

ethic and dedication to GOD. Their daily way of life is intriguing. The Amish way of life seems so

peaceful and fulfilling.

This novel helps to paint a picture of the true meaning of Faith. It is not easily understood, but with

the help of Sarah's story telling you will have a better way to measure your own Faith.
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